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SHORE EXCURSIONS





You May Ask - Why us?

One Company. One Family. One Passion. 
Yes, India is our home — we’re fortunate to call it that — and 
we’re thrilled to share it with our valuable guests. We raised our 
children in the Mehrauli District of New Delhi, quite close to 
famous Qutub Minaret. And we began and built our company 
here in the land of our birth. So you see, when you travel with 
“Sanyog Gupta Voyages” you’re travelling with more than just a 
company — you’re travelling with our family.  ALL THE TIME. 
EVERY TIME. 

Cruising is undoubtedly unique. Offering the most enchanting, 
exotic, historic and beautiful destinations for the cruise travellers. 
Cruise line guests, while cruising along the coast lines can 
immerse themselves in the essence of this subcontinent with 
Opulent Routes, the leading name in Shore Excursions in Indian 
Sub-Continent and Asia.  

With over 35 years of experience, Opulent Routes is the finest 
luxury Destination Management Company across all the 
continents. With domain expertise and a dedicated one point 

contact team that offers personalised approach and perfection in 
detailing each cruise.  

We translate expectations of the discerning cruise lines guests 
into tangible reality; precision in planning, execution and a 
passion for matching value to exceptional results. Starting with 
the meet and greet at the ports, the shore excursions, the turn-
around services, the overland tour arrangements or any other 
private requests, all are entrusted with quality and personalised 
services from our dedicated team.  

Opulent Routes’s long standing relationship with the hotels and 
various other suppliers ensures that we enjoy preferred rates and 
allocations for our cruise line partners as well. Our good 
relationship wit authorities ensures quick and effective solutions, 
empowerment and innumerable advantages resulting in a unique 
experience of the shore excursions.  

- Radhey & Geeta Gupta



Whether you have visited a certain destination before or are celebrating a special 
occasion, make your cruise even more memorable by booking one of our luxury shore 
excursions.,From sunset champagne boat trips to a night at the ballet, we have a 
fabulous variety of luxury excursions to suit all tastes. 

Our guests travel with us because they want to see, hear, learn and discover new 
places and experiences. To ensure that our guests have memorable and enriching 
experiences in the over 450 ports, we contract the best local agents to create and 
operate carefully curated shore experiences, offering our guests a range of choices in 
duration, content and the type of activity involved to fully satisfy their wishes.  

We plan an array of optional shore excursions of both general and special interest in 
the ports of call on your cruise vacation. Each of our tours provides the highest level 
of quality, safety, convenience and value.
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We offer a range of luxury shore excursions; from wine and cheese 
tasting to helicopter rides, or live Tango shows to champagne sunset 
boat trips. Whether you're travelling as a group or a small party, we have 
a range of extra special tour options to suit your specific requirements. 

Many of our luxury shore excursions are smaller group tours, which gives 
you a more intimate experience. We also offer private luxury tours, which 
allow you to see the best attractions each port has to offer at your own 
pace, and you can focus more time experiencing the areas that interest 
you most. Our private tours can be either fixed itineraries or tailor made 
to suit your own personal requirements. 

If you are looking to escape from the large group tours, or just want to 
experience somewhere different, then why not enquire about one of our 
luxury tours.  Maybe you have been to a certain destination before or are 
celebrating a special occasion, a luxury tour is the perfect option. 

Our dedicated team work closely with overseas partners in each port to bring 
you new and exciting options. Whether you are looking for a tour to include 
entrance fees, night time performances, lunch at a special restaurant, or would 
like your own driver to take you to the exact places you want to go, we can 
tailor a tour to suit you. 



Concierge 

No two travellers share the same wildest dreams.  

Prefer immersion into the local culture, or is lounging 
around like royalty more your speed? No matter your 
style – we offer full service tailor-made itineraries that 
always include ultra-exclusive properties, exceptional 
rates, and unique experiences. 

For the most personalised way to explore a destination, 
one can bank on our unmatchable know-how and allow 
our Concierge to assist with reservations.  

In addition, our Concierge can help you organise any 
Shore Experience on a private basis to fit in your very 
travel style.  

Our concierge services are an extension of our world-
class services for guests.



The Benefits 
Your wish designers spend their days (and many nights 
and weekends) figuring all of this out. We have 
contacts around the world, we know where and how to 
get the answers. We take the stress out of travel 
planning so you can just worry about what to pack and 
what you want to do on your next vacation. 

1.  Competitive pricing and unique programs not 
offered by the cruise lines. 

2.  Sightseeing in private motor-coaches arranged 
especially for our clients. 

3.  Traveling privately or in smaller groups with an 
experienced tour guide. 

4.  Luxury accommodations, Tour Director, Vehicle and 
Meals on overland tours. 

5.  Excursions are designed to include the "must-see" 
sights throughout the journey. 

6.  24x7 butler service during your excursion.



Handpicked Local  
Activities
On our Handpicked range we bring you the most iconic 
experiences in destinations where most of the traveler 
do not get chance to experience.  

Collaborating with our carefully handpicked portfolio of 
local partners, these holidays represent exceptional 
value. 

Explore new destinations at remote locations, find 
hidden gems, stay at our handpicked selected of unique 
homes. Connect with an audience you will never reach 
and enjoy authentic local experiences for a perfect 
vacation.



River Cruises 

River cruising is a unique way of traveling. It is like 
experiencing life in the slow lane, where the pace is 
gentle with no rush, nature all around, and abundant 
opportunities to explore riverside towns and cities 
along the way. It is a very tranquillising experience in 
natural surroundings, away from the pressures of life, 
with good food and enjoyable company. 

In recent years, river cruising has become an 
increasingly popular form of leisure travel. With smaller 
ships, and itineraries that take voyagers to big cities, 
small villages and through breathtaking landscapes, 
river cruise lines offer a very unique type of experience. 

Dock in the heart of magnificent river cities and 
charming villages. See local life up close and savour 
authentic regional cuisine on your intimate yet modern 
river cruise ship. 





DELVE DEEPER. GET CLOSER. 
The Shore Collection tours are offered in intimate group sizes, but for those who prefer the freedom and flexibility of independent travel, we 
can transform most tours into a private experience or craft an exclusive bespoke event just for you. From tickets to the Royal Galleries, to a 
private car with driver to experience the nightlife, our goal is to accommodate the individual travel style of each guest. Choose us and your 
travels will be in-depth, your insights authentic, and your takeaways uniquely rewarding. 

ICONIC SIGHTS 
Browse through a world-class museum with its curator. Visit a 
UNESCO World Heritage site before opening hours to beat the 
crowds. Our excursions are to the highlights of a destination are led 
by local experts for an insider’s perspective.  

Our Iconic Sights luxury cruise shore excursions offer intimate tours 
of each destination’s most iconic, historic and enthralling sights. 
Ideal for couples, families and all travellers who are yearning to 

CULTURAL CONNECTIONS 
Go behind the glossy postcards for an insider’s view of the places 
we visit and locals we meet. Or give back in a unique and immersive 
way that offers a deep cultural connection.  

ACTIVE EXPLORATIONS 
Ignite your adventurous spirit with this selection of excursions. 
Swim, snorkel or dive at world-class reefs. Go whitewater rafting or 
zip-lining through a rainforest. Climb a waterfall or explore a cave 
and get your adrenaline flowing. Tick off a box from your bucket list 
and set your own high-octane pace. 

OVERLAND PROGRAMS 
On select itineraries, deepen your experience mid-voyage to fully 
immerse yourself beyond the port. On an overnight tour, take a 
deep dive into immersive cultural experiences before rejoining the 
yacht at your next destination.

STIRRING THE SENSES 
Slow down. De-stress. Practice yoga on a private beach or spend 
the day at a luxury hotel, relaxing by the infinity pool or at the spa 
while experts soothe your mind, body, and soul. Stirring the Senses 
promotes wellness and rejuvenation to help bring your life back into 
balance.  

Guests seeking a truly relaxing and refreshing cruising experience 
elect our Stirring the Senses Shore Collection excursion. 

EPICUREAN EXPERIENCES 
Life is meant to be savoured, and our Epicurean Experiences allow 
guests to enjoy every bite of this luxury cruise shore excursion 
package.   

Visit a winery with the sommelier in Tuscany or learn how to make 
patacones from a native chef in Costa Rica. Explore the timeless 
traditions of a culture through its culinary arts. 





One of the most awe-inspiring locations on earth is Alaska 

Alaska, the largest state in the United States, is home to 17 of North America’s 20 highest peaks, more than 100,000 
glaciers, 3 million lakes, 6,640 miles of coastline, 33,904 miles of shoreline, and more than 70 volcanoes that are 
potentially active. It is truly a unique destination, from Alaska’s majestic beauty to its staggering variety of wildlife. 

Sailing on a cruise ship is just the start of every adventure on the Alaskan Tour. Only by attending an Alaska shore 
excursion will the utter magnificence and splendour of Alaska be completely understood. Exploring the wonders of 
Alaska Tours and excursions would be a once in a lifetime experience, whether it’s by air, land or sea. 

We deliver a comprehensive range of outstanding Alaska cruise excursions at Shore Excursions Company, offering our 
customers reasonably priced opportunities to experience the best of Alaska. By developing a range of Multi-Port 
Packages that include three of our most successful excursion tours at a reduced price, we have also made it easier for 
you to plan your Alaska shore excursion itinerary. 

Customised to your personal travel style, we deliver three different types of Alaska shore tour packages – value, active 
and adventure. Or by selecting individual Alaska cruise excursions for each port you visit based on your particular 
interests and budget, feel free to build your own itinerary. 





Excursions from the Arab Gulf Shore 

With an Arabian Gulf shore excursion, you can experience the true spirit and splendour of this beautiful region. It is a 
once in a lifetime experience to enjoy a high-quality Persian Gulf cruise excursion. The Arabian Gulf, situated in the 
heart of the Middle East, provides you with a bevvy of booming cultures, markets, palaces and temples, amazing 
desert geography, and unforgettable memories. 

At Opulent Routes, while on your Persian Gulf cruise, we offer a wide range of exceptional excursions, giving our clients 
numerous opportunities to experience the best of this area. We offer three different kinds of Arabian Gulf cruise 
excursion packages – value, active, and adventure – customised to your travel style, to make it easier for you to plan 
your perfect vacation. Or, if you choose to build your own itinerary, based on the ports you visit, your particular 
preferences, and your budget, choose from a selection of individual Arabian Gulf shore excursion trips. 

See history unfold on one of our Dubai tours as you ride through the historic and modern districts of the lovely town. 
The Best of Dubai City Tour offers top highlights, such as Al Fahidi Fort, Dubai Creek, and the tallest building in the 
country, Burj Khalifa. Perhaps you want some action in the desert? Our Luxurious Camel Safari Tour takes you on a fun 
and scenic camel journey, with traditional dancing and other fascinating cultural activities on view. 

The Best of Abu Dhabi Half Day Tour in Abu Dhabi takes you to beautiful destinations in luxury, such as the Emirates 
Palace, the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque (eighth largest in the world), and the Heritage Village. Experience desert life 
first-hand, see architectural wonders and visit the largest indoor amusement park in the world (Ferrari World). With 
excursions into the Arabian Gulf, several more unforgettable attractions await! Looking for natural landscapes that are 
breathtaking? The pristine beaches, captivating mountains, and serene stretches of desert are offered by Khasab, 
Muscat, and Salalah. Build lifelong memories with our Private Salalah Desert Safari in the Oman Desert. On the Best of 
Jebel Akhdar tour, explore the jaw-dropping mountains. 





Asia Shore Excursions: Japan, Hong Kong, China, India, Singapore 

Sailing on a cruise ship is just the beginning of your Asian adventure; it is only possible to fully enjoy the true spirit, 
elegance and splendour of this vibrant continent on a shore excursion trip. Experiencing a high-quality Asian cruise tour 
is a once-in-a-lifetime experience, whether by land, air, or sea. 

We provide a wide range of exceptional Asian day trips at Opulent Routes, giving our customers numerous 
opportunities to experience the best of Asia. From the Himalayas, the Arabian Desert, and Siberia to Mount Everest, 
the Gobi Desert, the Kunlun Mountains, and much more, Asia offers a diversity of breathtaking geographical features. 

We deliver three distinct styles of Asian shore excursion packages – value, active, and adventure – customised to your 
travel style to make it easier for you to plan your perfect vacation. Or, choose from a selection of individual Asian shore 
excursions based on the ports you frequent, your personal preferences, and your budget, if you prefer to build your 
own itinerary. 

Take a stunning trip to the Great Wall of China on one of our Beijing Shore excursions to see the grandeur of 
Huangyaguan Pass, a tiny portion of the Great Wall surrounded by lush, natural beauty. The country’s illustrious past, 
palaces, temples, and landmarks, such as the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square, are illustrated by other Beijing 
shore excursions. 

A number of spectacular sights are worth visiting in Hong Kong. For spectacular views of the city’s skyline and harbour, 
or a private tour of Hong Kong, book a Deluxe Tour of Hong Kong to reach Victoria Peak. Enjoy a delicious Dim Sum 
lunch at a floating restaurant, then visit Aberdeen Fishing Village to experience the world’s second most densely 
packed island and the finest winery in Hong Kong. In a selection of beautiful landscapes, Singapore transports you. In 
the world’s first wildlife park expressly built for night tours, the Singapore Night Safari tour treats you to an evening 
like never before. 





Australia & New Zealand Shore Excursions 

As well as the island of Tasmania and several smaller islands, Australia covers the mainland continent. It is the sixth-
largest country in the world by total area. For more than 38,000 years before Australia was’ discovered’ by Dutch 
explorers in 1606, Indigenous Australians (aboriginals) populated the continent. There are six states and several 
territories in the country, each distinct from the others, offering a whole new world of discovery. See what it has to 
offer Australia. Browse through our range of shore excursions in Australia. 

Two major landmasses, the North and South Islands, and several smaller islands make up New Zealand. It is located 
900 miles east of Australia and about 600 miles south of Fiji’s Pacific Islands. The islands were first inhabited by 
Polynesians known as the Maori sometime around 1300AD. 300 years prior to the Europeans, they reached New 
Zealand. The effect of the two cultures and the unique biodiversity of both animal and plant life in the countries make 
up a stunning tapestry that is more than just appealing to the eye. 





Bahamas Excursions – Enjoy beautiful Paradise Bahama Tours 

There are a selection of stunning tropical settings in the Bahamas, ready to take you on a holiday in paradise. From 
wonderful water sports to sun-drenched tropical beaches, our carefully curated Bahamas cruise excursions are 
designed to give you unforgettable experiences. Seeing the islands from a ship alone is incredible. 

However, the best way to explore these paradise islands is by visiting them on a Bahamas shore excursion. We give the 
best Bahamas shore trips to destinations such as Nassau and Freeport, Bahamas by cruise ship, bus tour, walking tour, 
private island tour and much more at Shore Excursions Company, providing guests with the highest possible quality 
experience. 

Rich in local culture and tradition, Nassau is the capital and largest city of the Bahamas. Visitors come from all over to 
this tropical paradise to enjoy its special, romantic island environment, gorgeous warm weather, sandy, pristine 
beaches and an endless variety of activities and things to do outdoors. Nassau is also home to five-star restaurants with 
Caribbean cuisine, so you’ll never go hungry. Wine tasting is also the to-do of a favourite tourist, and is the ideal way to 
wind down on the beach or cruise after a day. The ultimate escape spot and host to many adventures is Nassau. 

The port city of Freeport on the northwest island provides an array of natural scenery, outdoor sports and charming 
urban life with great shopping and restaurants. Visitors do not skip the Garden of the Groves, and take advantage of 
facilities that are second to none for horseback riding, scuba diving. Get away and relax in an awe-inspiring 9-acre 
lagoon with dolphins. This is an opportunity you’re not going to want to forget. 

In this tropical wonderland, whatever your vacation dreams are, our Bahamas excursions are ready to treat you to the 
experiences of a lifetime. For the perfect accompaniment to your voyage, browse through our available ports and their 
tours. 





With a rich cultural history, Bermuda is a fascinating colonial refuge 

Bermuda, with a rich past, is a unique, sun-drenched island. There are events for all travellers to enjoy, with a never-
ending variety of beaches and local attractions. Although your transportation is usually the priority of the cruise lines, 
our Bermuda tours and excursions focus on your destination. We deliver the best of Bermuda with packages to suit 
your budget and style, from the pink sand beaches of the South Shore to the cosmopolitan Front Street. 

To play along the coast, enjoy a day trip to a perfectly manicured golf resort. By indulging yourself at a world class spa, 
redefine the words “shore excursion”. Enjoy a relaxing boat ride on a huge sailboat. For a Bermuda island dive or scuba 
diving experience, descend under the water. Race around the sea in a catamaran or, in a glass bottom cruise, see the 
tropical paradise below the waves. 

And we’re just starting out! 

Many popular Bermuda Shore excursions are provided by the Opulent Routes. The choices are limitless. 





Canada & New England Shore Excursions 

Canada and New England offer a wide variety of opportunities to enjoy this excellent region’s special landscape, 
tradition and community. Although your transportation is the priority of the cruise lines, we focus on your destination. 

From the rich past of Boston to the charming seaside towns of Maine to Quebec’s fascinating community (and many 
ports in between), Shore Excursions Company offers our customers an excellent range of cruise excursions from 
Canada, Nova Scotia and New England. Enjoy a scenic harbour cruise in Boston or visit the renowned USS Constitution. 

Take a shore day excursion on a classic New England schooner in Portland Maine to see the spectacular sights of 
Portland Bay. See the popular Peggy’s Cove on one of our Halifax shore tours, with its fascinating history and stunning 
views. Enjoy a shore excursion to the Old City in Quebec City, and experience this national gem’s rich culture and 
stunning architecture. 





The Caribbean is a unique tropical paradise 

Caribbean cruise tours deliver an array of breathtaking tropical settings, ready to take you deep into a getaway to 
paradise. From active water sports to lounging on sun-drenched tropical beaches, our carefully curated Caribbean 
shore excursions are designed to give you an unforgettable experience. It is amazing to see the Caribbean from a ship. 
What the real Caribbean is all about is discovering and seeing the islands on shore tours and in the sea. 

We sell a wide range of outstanding shore excursions to Caribbean destinations at Shore Excursions Company, 
providing our customers with the best possible experience. You can ride a horse along a pristine beach on our Roatan 
shore excursion tour, zipline through the jungle, or relax on a beach of sugar sand. Explore the mesmerising local reefs 
from a cruise or in the turquoise waters on one of our Cozumel shore port excursions. Take a cruise excursion to 
Nassau, Bahamas to enjoy the facilities at the world-class Atlantis resort, golf by the sea, or visit the many local craft 
shops. 

There are many popular Caribbean tours provided by Opulent Routes. The Caribbean, as one of the world’s most 
popular cruise destinations, has plenty to offer tourists from all walks of life. Trust in our high-quality and valuable 
Caribbean tours to leave you with a lifetime of memories. A tropical paradise, beautiful sights, and a lively community 
await you. To find your next unforgettable destination today, browse our Caribbean ports! 





Central America Shore Excursions 

The things you need to do and see in Central America are fascinating and unforgettable, from rainforests and jungle-
lined rivers to wild animals and coral reefs. Combine the natural wonders with the lively cities and community that 
you’ll experience on a Central America cruise and you’re in for a lifetime cruise. 

Panama Canal - An epic thing to mark off the bucket list is cruising through the marvel that is the Panama Canal. Seeing 
how the complex lock system of the Panama Canal operates when you sail through it is an engineering education. The 
views of the natural surroundings from the ship’s deck along the canal are astounding. 

Rainforests and Jungles - A variety of vast tropical rainforests and dense jungles that are ideal for ecological exploration 
are home to the countries of Central America. Through the tree-lined waterways, you can kayak or take an eco-cruise or 
go for a guided rainforest walk and meet exotic animals that call it home. 

Reef of the Mesoamerican Barrier - The Mesoamerican Barrier Reef, the second largest reef in the world after the Great 
Barrier Reef in Australia, lies off the eastern coast of Central America. Cruises to Central America and Honduras offers 
passengers the opportunity to experience snorkelling or scuba tours of the vibrant reef and its marine life. 

Local Culture - Central America’s culture varies by region, but with a vast past that goes back to ancient times, it is 
notably colourful and welcoming. Visit Embera Indian Villages during your cruise to Central America, travel into the 
highlands to explore ancient cities, and visit a hacienda growing sugarcane and coffee. 

Cruise Ports of Central America,As mentioned earlier, depending on the itinerary you select, the countries you might 
visit on Central American cruises vary. Puerto Quetzal, Guatemala; Puerto Limon and Puntarenas, Costa Rica; Colón, 
Panama; and Roatan, Honduras, are the cities you may be visiting. 





EUROPE - A breathtaking selection of cultural, historical, culinary and architectural wonders 

One of the most interesting places on Earth is Europe. While the cruise lines concentrate on your transport, our 
excursions and tours in Europe focus on your activities at your destination. Shore Excursions Company provides an 
excellent range of European excursions for our customers from St. Petersburg, Russia in the north to Santorini, Greece 
in the south, Barcelona, Spain in the west and Istanbul, Turkey in the east (and several ports in between). 

Fill your days with classic European cities by visiting travel destinations. Visit Rome on a shore excursion to the Basilica 
of St. Peter and the Sistine Chapel of Michelangelo or a 5-star lunch overlooking the “Eternal City” for a journey to 
remember. In Venice, while being serenaded by a gondolier, take a shore tour in a gondola on the Grand Canal. 
Without an Athens shore excursion, where you can walk up the Acropolis to marvel at the Parthenon or stroll along the 
famous Plaka, no European tour is complete. Visit the awe-inspiring Royal Palace or shop in the fascinating old town of 
Gamla Stan on one of our Stockholm shore trips. 

Opulent Routes has over 200 shore excursions to Europe and fantastic offers for a country you’re sure to enjoy. 





Hawaii is a lush, tropical gem that provides an impressive variety of activities and experiences 

Hawaii tours provide you with the experience of discovering high seaside cliffs, majestic volcanoes and lush tropical 
beaches, whether by cruise ship, helicopter tour, day trip or other means. A remarkable and interesting destination is 
the state of Hawaii. It is fascinating to explore the paradise of a Hawaiian cruise ship. Experiencing the islands by land 
on shore excursions to Hawaii can be an experience once in a lifetime. 

Hawaii Excursions 
At Shore Excursions Company, we provide a wide range of excellent Hawaiian cruise tours that offer the best of Hawaii 
to our clients. Our many Hawaii tours from Maui allow you to fly in a helicopter over this tropical paradise, snorkel in 
crystal clear waters, or relax on an idyllic beach. You can marvel at the Kohala waterfall on one of our Major Island 
excursions, see humpback whales up close, or snorkel in the popular Pawai Bay. Kayaking amongst a spectacular 
variety of marine life in Kauai. 





From eclectic cuisine, to breathtaking scenery, to a vivacious culture, the Mexican Riviera 

Mexico is a fascinating and extremely diverse destination. Seeing Mexico from a cruise ship is breathtaking in its own 
right, but it can be a once in a lifetime opportunity to experience it by land on a Mexican Riviera shore excursion. At 
Shore Excursions Party, we make it easy to find excellent excursions to the Mexican Riviera, offering the best of Mexico 
to our clients. 

Marvel at cliff divers leaping from over 100 feet above the ocean on one of our Acapulco shore excursions, fly to 
Coyuca Lagoon for spectacular views, or take part in an authentic Mexican cooking class. Looking for shore excursions 
from Cabo San Lucas? Take a cruise to El Arco’s magnificent rock arches, ride a horse along the pristine shore, or take 
an exciting ATV ride over rolling terrain. You can swim with dolphins, enjoy a cruise tour with dinner and an exciting 
show, or take a cruise tour of the culturally rich city on one of our Puerto Vallarta shore excursion adventures. 





North America Shore Excursions 

North America is the world’s third largest continent, offering a range of landscapes, immense mountains, popular 
national parks, historic sites and exciting cities. You will experience many beautiful moments on a North American 
cruise and discover fascinating locations. Consequently, in North America, many cruise lines (such as Norwegian Cruise 
Line, Princess Cruises, Royal Caribbean) sell cruises. You may, for example, select an East Coast cruise with highlights 
like New York or Miami’s sunshine. The West Coast of the United States and San Francisco or Los Angeles are equally 
famous. The sexy Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, Mexico, the Bahamas and parts of the Caribbean are other potential 
destinations on a North American cruise. 

North America has distinct faces, depending on the season. Thanks to the numerous climate zones, North America 
Cruises are available all year round. Cruises from New York to other destinations or to New York from other 
destinations are the most common. You can take a flight or a transatlantic cruise to New York. You should look forward 
to the Caribbean flair on the way to Nassau from Miami (Bahamas). With Vancouver, Quebec, Montreal and Nova 
Scotia, Canada offers not only beautiful cities, but also beautiful natural landscapes. The trip to Alaska, which is mostly 
paired with a cruise to the west coast of the USA, is a very unique experience. 

Depending on the destination, cruises to North America are usually possible all year round. It is also unsurprising that 
shipping companies sell year-round cruises as well. European shipping firms, however, do not sell monthly trips to all 
North American destinations. AIDA Cruises, for instance, only operates the East Coast ports from August to November. 
The tours from New York to Montreal, where you can marvel at the incomparable foliage of Indian summers, are 
particularly popular here. Such shore excursions can be carried out on a North American cruise, city tours, sightseeing 
of major attractions, a relaxing day on the beach or visiting impressive national parks. 





Pacific Coast Shore Excursions 

The areas of the West Coast of North America share the mighty Pacific in common, but otherwise give very distinct 
experiences to travellers. Our California cruise offers you the chance to see San Diego’s sandy beaches and San 
Francisco’s glittering hills, with some of the popular wine regions of the state as well as towering redwoods nearby. 
Continuing north, our West Coast cruise takes you to the rugged coasts of Oregon, and the dramatic windswept 
grandeur is all about Washington. 

Finally, the Pacific coast cruise takes you to British Columbia, a province of Canada, so you can explore rain forests and 
fjord-like canals, see where orcas swim, bears roam the coast, and eagles fly overhead. Head west, and you will 
discover a world that is likely to enchant you as well as awe you. 

The West Coast Shore Excursions are a wow from start to finish. 





A fascinating colonial refuge with a rich cultural history is the Panama Canal 

A Panama Canal cruise is a very interesting and thrilling experience that features many excellent ports. Although your 
transportation is the priority of the cruise lines, we focus on your destination. Shore Excursions Company provides an 
excellent range of Panama Canal cruise excursions for our clients, from the tropical elegance of the Caribbean in the 
East to lush Costa Rica in Central America to the rich culture of the Mexican Riviera in the West (and many ports in 
between). Enjoy a shore excursion to the world renowned Stingray City in Grand Cayman, where you can swim with 
friendly stingrays. 

Climb aboard a riverboat on one of our Costa Rica shore excursions to see the stunning flora and fauna of this lush 
destination. Enjoy a shore excursion in Acapulco to see the city’s highlights, including the world-famous cliff divers, as 
they plunge far below into the water. 





South America Shore Excursions 

One of the most interesting locations on Earth is South America. Although your transportation is the priority of the 
cruise lines, we focus on your destination. Shore Excursions Company provides an excellent range of South America 
cruise excursion experiences for our clients, from Santiago Chile in the West to Ushuaia at the southernmost tip of 
South America to Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro in the East (and several ports in between). 

Enjoy a shore excursion to the fascinating city centre in Buenos Aires or fly to an authentic horse ranch where 
“Gauchos” can share with you their special way of life. You can see the Parliament Palace and the many other 
architectural and cultural highlights of this city on one of our Montevideo shore tour trips. Enjoy a shore excursion to 
the world-famous Sugar Loaf with its spectacular city views in Rio de Janeiro, or explore Corcovado and the fascinating 
statue of Christ the Redeemer. 





South Pacific Shore Excursions 

When cruising to Vanuatu, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Tahiti or New Caledonia, excursions are a major part of the cruise 
experience. The South Pacific is known for its gorgeous beaches and its warm climate, but there are plenty of other 
attractions and enjoyable ways to spend your day in the harbour. 

For many cruise lines, South Pacific ports like Noumea and Port Denarau are frequent stops. Some, like Papua New 
Guinea’s remote Padang, would likely be a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Even if you are an independent traveller, 
unless you book the cruise line’s shore trips, it may not be possible to completely enjoy any of these destinations. 
Others are great for just sitting on the seafront. 

We’ve come up with a list of the most famous South Pacific ports, as rated by cruise passengers, to make your decision 
easier. 
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